Size-dependent cellular uptake of exosomes
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Abstract
The ability of exosomes to elicit specific cellular responses suggests that they may be increasingly
used as therapeutics. Their vesicular nature makes them suitable as potential nanocarriers for drugs
or nucleic acids delivery. Here we address the question whether the method of preparation of
enriched exosomal fractions can affect their uptake by cells and their ability to trigger a response.
We compared ultracentrifugation and polymer-based precipitation methods on supernatants of
glioma-associated stem cells isolated from a high-grade glioma patient. We determined particle size
distributions after purification and their correlation with uptake, proliferation and migration in
glioblastoma cell cultures.
Our findings indicate that polymer-based precipitation leads to smaller particle size distributions,
faster uptake by target cells and increased cellular motility. The different effect that isolation
method-dependent populations of particles have on cell motility suggests their size distribution
could also profoundly affect exosomes therapeutic potential.
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Background
Exosomes are extracellular membrane vesicles found in many body fluids and released by a variety
of cell types [1,2]. It has been shown that exosomes play an active role in cell-to-cell communication
[3–6] and, for example, contribute to determine the tumour micro-environment with consequences
for proliferation, invasion and metastasis [7]. Much attention has been focused on the molecular
characterization of exosomes content, primarily nucleic acids and proteins, and on the specific
markers exposed on the lipid vesicles that determine specific interactions with target cells [8].
However, it has been suggested that physical properties of the particles may also affect the way
exosomes mediate intercellular communication [9]. In fact, in the case of engineered nanoparticles,
it has been shown that their size may affect the uptake efficiency and kinetics, the internalization
mechanism and also the subcellular distribution [10]. Whether the size of natural vesicles might be
also an essential factor that determines how easily they can diffuse in a tissue and how effectively
cells can take them up is still unknown and represents the overarching question behind this study.
Exosomes size is reported to vary from 30 to 100 nm [1,2] and, as a consequence of the small nature
of particles, an accurate estimation tends to be elusive. Several techniques are available to
determine the size of nanoparticles that have been applied to characterise exosomes. These include
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), Nanoparticle Tracking
Analysis (NTA) and Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) among the most used [11–17]. Unfortunately,
none of these methods on its own has the ability to estimate the size distribution accurately and at
the same time provide high-throughput. Microscopy techniques, TEM and AFM, provide a direct
measurement of individual particles size but generally on samples with small numbers of particles,
whereas light scattering techniques, NTA and DLS, quickly provide size distributions based on much
larger sample size, however, the size estimation is not direct and prone to artefacts. There is also a
degree of diversity in the methods used for the enrichment of the exosomal fractions, mostly based
on precipitation by ultracentrifugation or polymers [13]. Different methods can lead to preparations
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with different properties, including a different size distribution and possibly a proportion of
extracellular vesicles other than exosomes [9,18].
A comprehensive and accurate understanding of the actual size distribution of exosomes
preparations might not be a priority for functional studies or biomarker discovery, but it is of vital
importance when moving towards the use of exosomes as therapeutics [19]. In fact it is known that
the physical properties of lipid vesicles, including size, can have a dramatic effect on cells ability to
internalise them [20]. Therefore, a better knowledge of the effect of extraction method on particles
size distribution and cellular uptake would be beneficial in this context and could also contribute to
the general understanding of the mechanism of exosomes uptake in intercellular communication
[21]. Apart from their potential use as therapeutics, exosomes could be used as predictors of disease
status [22]. For example, Glioma-Associated Stem Cells (GASC), a population of stem cells isolated
from the glioma microenvironment and endowed with a significant prognostic potential, exert their
tumour supporting activity through the release of exosomes [23]. Also in this context, besides the
already well-studied molecular profiles, a better understanding of the physical properties of
exosomes might be informative and useful to predict the clinical outcome of diseases [24].
Here we purified exosomal fractions from GASC supernatants, derived from a high-grade glioma
patient stem cells, using two well established and widely used methods: ultracentrifugation (UC) and
ExoQuick (EQ) precipitation [9,13,18,25]. We then accurately characterised the resulting particles
size distribution using primarily AFM and NTA. We exposed A172 glioblastoma cell cultures to set
amounts of fluorescently labelled exosomes and evaluated the cellular uptake by fluorescence
microscopy and flow cytometry. We finally verified whether differential uptake of exosomes
preparations could affect glioma cell motility.
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Methods
Cell cultures
Human glioma samples were collected at the Department of Neuroscience, Santa Maria della
Misericordia University Hospital in Udine, after a written informed consent from the patient was
obtained, in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki, and with approval by the independent
ethics committee of the hospital. Glioma associated stem cells (GASC) and A172 human glioblastoma
cells were cultured as described in [26,27] and detailed in the Supplementary methods.

Exosomes purification, size and density measurements
A172 and GASC supernatants were processed using either ExoQuick (EQ) according to
manufacturer’s protocol or ultracentrifugation (UC) precipitation as previously described [13]. Size
and density measurements were performed using AFM, NTA and DLS. Purification, characterization
methods and protein assays for density estimation are detailed in the Supplementary methods
section.

Exosomes uptake assays
Purified exosomes were labelled by DiD (Life Technology) and re-precipitated to remove the excess
of fluorophore. Uptake was analyzed by confocal or epi-fluorescence microscopy as detailed in
Supplementary methods. Flow cytometry was performed on a FACSverse flow cytometer (BD
Biosciences) on cells detached from substrates with TrypLE Express solution (Life Technologies),
washed and resuspended in 200 µl PBS. After reaching a count of 1x104 cells, the data were gated on
the basis of forward and side scattering and the mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) was calculated as
the ratio between total DiD fluorescence over the number of cells showing fluorescence for both DiD
and Hoechst.
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Scratch assay
On a 24-well plate 1x105 cells were seeded and brought to high cellular confluence then scratched
using a 200µl tip. Phase contrast images of the scratches were acquired every 6 hours, until their
complete closure, by a Nikon Eclipse TS100 microscope (Nikon) and a 10x objective. The velocity
(µm/hours) was calculated by measuring the distance covered into the scratch by the front of
migration in several points. Images were processed and distances calculated using ImageJ (National
Institutes of Health).
Statistical analysis of size, uptake and migration measurements is detailed in the Supplementary
methods.

Results
Effect of the extraction method on the size distribution of exosomal fractions
EQ and UC isolated exosomes from three GASC cultures supernatants derived from the same patient
were adsorbed on mica coverslips and imaged using AFM to estimate the size distribution of the
particles in the exosomes fractions. Figure 1A and B are representative 5x5 µm images of EQ and UC
purified exosomes respectively, obtained from the same supernatant. Although both preparations
produced individually separated particles with a near-spherical morphology, the EQ method
generated particles that appeared to be smaller. This was confirmed by a quantitative analysis on a
large number of particles from 10 images acquired from the two preparations. Supplementary figure
1A shows the size distributions in which the size of individual particles was determined from the
maximum height of each particle. The analysis of the distributions confirmed that EQ purification
leads to smaller particles than UC and the resulting peak size average over the three replicates,
reported in Table 1, confirmed the significant difference in particle size of extracellular vesicles
obtained with the two methodologies. To investigate whether this observation was limited to the
case of GASC only or could be a more general effect due to the nature of the extraction method, we
repeated the experiment using the same exact approach on exosomes extracted from three
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supernatants of A172 glioblastoma cell cultures. Also in this case the results confirmed that
exosomes isolated by EQ were significantly smaller than those obtained by UC (p<0.05, Figure 1C
and D, Table 1 and Supplementary figure 1B).
Interestingly, we found that the size distribution, measured by the widely used NTA technique on
the same preparations, failed to show any substantial difference between the two extraction
methods both in GASC and A172 preparations (Table 1 and Supplementary figure 2). This is likely due
to the fact that the smallest particles in EQ preparations are too small to provide sufficiently intense
scattering for the detection by the NTA instrument camera. In fact it has been previously observed
that the limit of detection of nanovesicles using NTA is about 50 nm [28], which is close to the size of
EQ exosomes measured by AFM.
To verify this hypothesis, we first measured the density of EQ and UC particles adsorbed on mica
(particles/µm2) from the entire datasets of Supplementary figure 1 and we compared these values
with the particle density in solution measured by NTA (particles/ml). We found that the ratio
calculated from AFM density over NTA density was larger in EQ preparations, both for GASC and
A172 supernatants (Supplementary table 1). This suggests that NTA underestimates the number of
particles per volume unit when their size is below a certain threshold, which is more frequent in EQ
preparations. This is supported by a further computation made on the AFM dataset of
Supplementary figure 1, on which we re-calculated the particle density, this time limited to particles
larger than 50 nm, and found that the proportion AFM density/NTA density became very close for
EQ and UC preparations, both for GASC and A172 samples (Supplementary table 1), suggesting that
the particles smaller than 50 nm are likely responsible for the mismatch between AFM and NTA
measured densities.
We attempted size estimation of GASC EQ and UC exosomes by DLS and found peaks at 41.5 ± 3.2
nm and 90.1 ± 0.7 nm respectively. Although these values were consistent with AFM measurements,
we also reported major intensity contribution from apparent peaks at about 500 nm (Supplementary
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figure 3). These are likely due to the inevitable presence of debris from preparations and lead to
large polydispersity indexes of about 0.7, which suggest that the samples are not suitable for
accurate DLS measurements.
To verify whether the apparent cut-off in the size distributions of UC extracted exosomes can be
attributed to the inability of UC to sediment the smallest particles, we re-precipitated an A172 EQ
preparation having a peak size of 45.3 nm using the UC method and found that the size distribution
peak measured from a new set of AFM images shifted to 85.0 nm, which is consistent with values
obtained for samples directly extracted with UC (Table 1). In addition, the particle density measured
on AFM datasets decreased, from 3.8 particles/µm2 of the original EQ preparation to 1.1
particles/µm2 after re-precipitation with UC, suggesting that the smallest particles were lost in the
process.
Together, these results suggest that the method of enrichment leads to different populations of
particles being extracted and EQ method precipitates an exosomal fraction, which is richer in smaller
particles than those obtained with UC. Also, for this reason, NTA is not suitable for the accurate
estimation of the size distribution of exosomes extracted with EQ.

Estimation of particle density in exosomes preparations
Morphological examination of AFM images, such as those in Figure 1, and density measurement with
both AFM and NTA (Table 1) suggest that EQ precipitation leads to larger densities of particles
compared to UC. We were not able to make use of methods based on protein determination to
estimate the particle density of each preparation, as EQ preparations tend to precipitate serum
proteins from the culture media along with the exosomes, resulting in a high background that makes
Bradford and BCA colorimetric assays or SDS-PAGE impractical (Table 1 and Supplementary figure 4).
We then used fluorescence intensity from an anti CD9 ELISA assay in combination with NTA data to
determine the best estimate of exosomes density in all the preparations. We found that EQ
preparations result in less intense fluorescence signal associated to CD9, especially in the case of
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GASC supernatants. This is in contrast with the previous observation that EQ leads to larger amounts
of particles compared to UC, suggesting that not all the particles precipitated by EQ are of exosomal
nature or present equal levels of CD9.
Although NTA failed to give an accurate estimate of the size distribution in the case of EQ extracted
exosomes, based on the CD9 data, we considered the density estimation by NTA sufficiently
accurate to be used when normalising the number of particles to use in subsequent uptake
experiments. Also, from the NTA particle density data of the sample analysed in Supplementary
table 1, it is clear that NTA was able to detect the higher concentration of particles in the EQ
preparation, well visible by AFM. Nevertheless, when drawing conclusions on the results reported
below, we took into account the risk of underestimating the number of particles in EQ preparations
based on the inability of NTA to detect the smallest particles, which is mitigated by the CD9 data (see
discussion).

Cellular uptake of exosomal fractions with different size distributions
To assess whether different size distributions observed for EQ and UC exosomes can affect cellular
uptake, we labelled particles of both preparations with the lipophilic dye DiD and exposed A172 cell
cultures to the labelled exosomes for 1, 3, and 6 hours. Confocal images on live cells confirmed that
exosomes internalization is well visible at this concentration (0.5x109 exosomes, as estimated from
NTA measurement, in approximately 20,000 cells/petri dish). However, we observed that, whereas
EQ exosomes uptake was already very extensive within 3 hours, UC preparations needed 6 hours to
show a comparable uptake. Figure 2 shows representative images of the uptake assay at different
times. The images were acquired using the same setup and the same imaging parameters, therefore
we concluded the higher intensity localised in intracellular compartments observed in A172 cultures
exposed to GASC EQ exosomes is most likely due to a more efficient uptake of particles that are
smaller than in the UC samples.
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To extend the observation to exosomes having an origin other than GASC, we repeated the
experiment on A172 cells using exosomes extracted from A172 cells themselves and observed the
same preferential uptake of EQ preparations (Supplementary figure 5).
To support the qualitative observations above, we used FACS to estimate the mean fluorescence
intensity on large numbers of A172 cells. We limited the calculation to the cells showing
fluorescence intensity of Hoechst nuclear staining above a threshold likely determining the
subpopulation of living cells (Figure 3). The results confirm the preferential uptake of GASC EQ
exosomes compared to UC preparations. This was also the case for A172 extracted exosomes
(Supplementary figure 6).
To verify whether uptake saturates at similar levels for EQ and UC exosomes over time, A172 cells
were exposed to DiD-labelled GASC exosomes for a time interval ranging from 1 to 72 hours (Figure
4). Although at 72 hours the fraction of DiD-positive cells was the same for EQ and UC exosomes, at
6, 24 and 48 hours EQ uptake was more extensive, indicating different uptake kinetic characteristics
of the two preparations.
To exclude that DiD labelling of target cells was due to the simple transfer of the lipophilic dye from
the membrane of exosomes to the cell membrane, exosomes were loaded with a fluorescent
oligonucleotide. Supplementary figure 7 shows the cytoplasmic localisation of the labelled
oligonucleotide after exposure to exosomes, confirming that exosomes were able to transfer their
cargo to A172 target cells.
Additionally, to rule out the possibility that the higher fluorescence intensity observed in EQ uptake
was due to more extensive incorporation of DiD in EQ exosomes compared to UC, we quantified the
fluorescence intensity of known densities of exosomes extracted with the two methods. We found
that DiD staining of EQ preparations resulted into slightly less intense fluorescence (Supplementary
table 2). This suggests that higher intensities in uptake experiments involving EQ exosmes are most
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likely due to larger number of internalised particles, rather than higher average fluorescence
intensity of particles.
To verify whether the preferential uptake of EQ exosomes was determined by the different size
distribution, rather than the nature of the precipitation itself, we manipulated the size distribution
by re-precipitation of A172 EQ exosomes using UC, followed by DiD labelling. As expected, the peak
size of the distribution measured by AFM increased from approximately 50 nm to nearly 100nm, in
line with the data of Table 1. The cellular uptake after 6 hours was significantly reduced in
comparison to a control EQ extract that was not re-precipitated by UC (Supplementary figure 8).
These results suggest that EQ extracted exosomes, once size-selected using an extra UC precipitation
step, are larger in size and less effectively internalised by A172 cells. We also performed another
similar double-precipitation extraction, but we first extracted A172 exosomes by UC and then reprecipitated them by EQ, followed by DiD labelling. Confocal images of the uptake of EQ reprecipitated UC exosomes, compared to regular UC preparation, show that the EQ extra
precipitation step does not lead to any increase in the uptake (Supplementary figure 9). We also
quantitatively confirmed the results by flow cytometry (Supplementary figure 10).
Moreover, to exclude that the increased uptake of EQ exosomes was related to the serum proteins
precipitated together with the exosomes that are visible in Supplementary figure 3, UC exosomes
were prepared as usual, but resuspended using Exoquick-precipitated culture medium
(Supplementary figure 11). The presence of Exoquick-precipitated serum proteins did not increase
the UC exosomes uptake, excluding that this could be due to contaminants from EQ preparations.
All these results together suggest that the kinetic of uptake of exosomes by A172 cells is significantly
influenced by the enrichment method and seems to be strictly associated with the average size of
particles.
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Functional assays on exosomes-exposed cell cultures
A172 cell cultures are known to show higher motility rates upon exposure to GASC extracted
exosomes [23]. We wanted to verify whether the preferential uptake of GASC exosomal fractions
extracted with EQ was able to trigger a more prominent response compared to UC extractions.
We conditioned equal amounts of cells for 48 hours with 0.5x109 GASC extracted EQ and UC
exosomes (density measured by NTA). We then opened a gap in the otherwise confluent cell
cultures by scratching the petri dish with a tip and measured the velocity (µm/h) at which the cell
cultures were able to fill the gap. The results reported in Figure 5 clearly show that the cell cultures
conditioned with EQ exosomes were significantly quicker at filling the gap, compared to the cultures
exposed to UC exosomes or the control (no exposure to exosomes). To establish whether the
functional effect could be related to the density of exosomes at which A172 cells were exposed, we
repeated the assay at densities ranging from tenfold excess of the concentration of Figure 5M, down
to a 10,000 times dilution of the same. As shown in Figure 5N, a highly significant linear trend
between exosomes dose and motility was observed.
This suggests that the preferential uptake of EQ preparations also translates into a higher motility
and the intensity of the response to the “message” delivered is most likely proportional to the
number of particles that were internalised during the conditioning phase.

Discussion
In this work, we emphasised the importance of looking at the physical properties of exosomal
preparations rather than limiting the characterisation to molecular attributes. Our rationale is that
exosomes play an important role in cellular communication and, regardless of the specific molecules
they carry, the nature of the “envelope” might be of great importance for the delivery of the
message. For example, in the case of nanoengineered nanoparticles it has been shown that size per
se can affect their interaction with live cells and 40-50 nm was identified as the diameter range
characterised by the highest cell uptake level [10]. As this has never been investigated for exosomes,
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we focused our study on exosomes size, as this is the most evident physical property that can have
an effect on the way the vesicles diffuse in the tissues and are taken up by cells. Alas, to investigate
the mechanism by which these exosomes are internalised was not in the scope of the present study.
To carefully estimate the size distribution of GASC exosomes, we compared two widely used
methods, AFM and NTA, and found that although the latter can be used to estimate particles
density, it is not sufficiently accurate to determine the exact size distribution of all the exosomal
fractions of interest, as it failed to detect the smallest particles especially in EQ samples. We
confirmed previous observations that the technique is not suitable for lipid particles smaller than 50
nm [28], which instead are accessible to AFM. Similarly, DLS failed to provide useful size information,
as the technique is generally not suitable when the samples present even a small amount of debris,
which scatter more intensely than the majority of the other particles in solution. However, due to
the high sensitivity of the detector, compared to the NTA camera, the DLS instrument was able to
detect a peak that likely correspond to the exosomes. Moreover, both NTA and DLS measure the
hydrodynamic diameter from the scattering of particles in solution, which are very sensitive to the
accurate estimation of the temperature and the viscosity of the fluid. AFM instead measure the “dry
state” size of the particles and is less affected by the boundary conditions.
The size estimation based on the AFM height profile of particles might be prone to a slight
underestimation of the exact diameter of individual exosomes, as it is known lipid vesicles can
undergo deformation when adsorbed on mica surfaces and acquire a flattened rather than spherical
shape [29]. However, analysis of our AFM datasets shows that the particle diameter calculated from
the height is not significantly different from the diameter computed from the volume of the same
particle, assuming spherical shape (data not shown). This means that the deformation was minimal
and the estimation was accurate. Despite these measurements support the idea that exosomes are
quasi-spherical, AFM images show that the particles present sometimes slightly irregular shapes.
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However, the resolution of the images was limited by the size of the tip, which was around 4 nm,
therefore it was not possible to systematically study exosomes shape.
It is important to point out that, regardless of the method used to estimate particle size
distributions, it is safer to use EQ and UC sizes as a way to compare between extraction methods,
rather than provide an absolute estimation of their true size. In fact, the distributions inevitably
reflect the conditions in which they were measured, like for example the presence of serum proteins
in the media that can form a “corona” surrounding the particle and potentially contribute to an
increase of the hydrodynamic diameter of about 10 nm [30].
Due to the detection limit mentioned in the results, NTA is not able to provide a precise estimate of
particles density either. However, our data on CD9 marker suggest that NTA did not underestimate
exosome content in EQ samples as the CD9 signal was not larger than UC. It has been shown before
that tetraspannin are not equally expressed by different exosomes subpopulations [31] which might
also be the reason of our observation.
We also found that NTA is far more accurate at determining exosomes density than protein-based
methods. In fact, especially in exosomes samples prepared by chemical precipitation, the presence
of large amounts of proteins from the serum makes exosomal proteins estimation impractical. The
use of common exosomal markers like CD9, CD63 and CD81 is an appropriate alternative for NTA
and would minimise the risk to overestimate the number of exosomes in a preparation by including
non-exosomal vesicles. However this approach would be applicable only to qualitatively compare
the density of exosomes purified from the same source, as it would not be reasonable to assume
that exosomes from different sources carry the same amount of each marker [32,33].
Importantly, we found that two of the common methods of exosomes purification lead to
significantly different particle size distributions when assessed by AFM. Specifically, EQ purification
generates particles that are on average smaller than UC exosomes. Although this might be irrelevant
when characterising molecular markers associated with exosomes, it becomes very important in the
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case of experiments involving cellular uptake [34]. Our results show that the uptake by A172 cells of
GASC exosomes isolated with different methods follows a different kinetics, with EQ exosomes
showing faster uptake than UC. We demonstrated that this is associated with the size distribution by
using double precipitations as controls and we excluded a possible effect of contaminants, such as
serum proteins, in EQ exosomes preparations.
In recent literature, the impact of isolation methods on purification yield, physical properties and
biological content has been investigated in several exosomes preparations. UC exosomes from saliva
were found to be smaller than EQ as well as different in morphology and protein content [18]. UC
exosomes isolated from cancer cell supernatants were also found larger than those purified by
density gradient from the same source [35]. Density gradient was evaluated as the best method to
study exosomes RNA, although the method is characterized by lower yields when compared to UC
and EQ [9]. Recent literature highlights differences between purification methods, without focussing
on the effect on uptake, with the exception of a study assessing concentration and time dependence
of UC exosomes uptake by bladder cancer cells [36]. To our knowledge, our work is the first study
comparing cell uptake of two different preparations and investigating the functional effects of the
differential uptake in term of target cell motility.
Our findings demonstrated that the isolation method has an influence on physical parameters such
as size distribution and, ultimately, different size distributions of GASC exosomes lead to significantly
different effects on the motility of glioblastoma cells. Opposite to the purely size-dependent uptake
of the engineered nanoparticles mentioned above [10], we cannot exclude that exosomes uptake
and functional effects from our two exosomes populations can be also affected by differences in
properties other than size, both physical (e.g., electrochemical membrane potential) and biological
(e.g., surface proteins, molecular cargos). Nevertheless, our data suggest that size can determine
different uptake kinetics and biological functions.
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Based on this study, the recommended method of purification, in case subsequent studies require
cellular uptake, would be EQ. In fact, smaller EQ exosomes size leads to faster uptake compared to
UC and eventually triggers a more prominent functional effect on cell cultures (motility in this case).
With regards to uptake, it will be key to investigate further the specific mechanism of entry of
exosomes, to establish whether size and/or method of extraction could make any difference. In fact,
exosomes can either fuse to the cell membrane or deliver their biological content through the
endocytic pathway, including both clathrin-dependent and independent endocytosis [37].
Preliminary data in our laboratory suggest that exosomes gain entry into target cells via more than
one route (data not shown), making necessary to design future experiments to investigate the
specific contribution of each mechanism of entry.
Apart from the practical considerations above, the observation that cells preferentially uptake
smaller exosomes which also trigger a larger response has a potential general impact in therapies
involving exosomes [38]. For example, according to our findings, the therapeutic use of exosomes
could be enhanced by using size as a parameter to select functionally different sub-populations. This
study also opens further questions whether different cell types produce exosomes of different
average size and whether this may affect the way they contribute to the shaping of their microenvironment. The results in this work suggest the hypothesis that cell types producing smaller
exosomes might be more effective at delivering their message. It has been shown that GASC
exosomes isolated from glioma patients are heavily involved in supporting the tumour progress and
that this effect is proportional to the aggressiveness of the disease. However, it is not known
whether their exosomes size plays a role in this process. While a few research reports differences in
exosomes size and size distribution between normal and malignant cells, a study to address the
question of whether there is a correlation between the size distribution of exosomes and their
influence on the ability to trigger alternative cellular responses specific to cell type or
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pathophysiological condition and statuses is missing. Such comparative systematic study would
significantly benefit from the findings described here.
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Table captions
Table 1. EQ exosomes size distributions are smaller than UC and have higher exosomes densities.
Sizes, protein amount and fluorescence intensity are expressed as average ± standard deviation of
three separate preparations. p values are indicated for values that are significantly different.

Figure captions
Figure 1. EQ exosomes are smaller than UC. (A) and (B) show representative AFM images of GASC EQ
and UC exosomes respectively. (C) and (D) show representative images from A172 exosomes
extracted using EQ and UC respectively. Scalebars are 1 µm.
Figure 2. A172 cells show preferential uptake of DiD labelled GASC EQ exosomes. (A-C) Confocal
images of cultures exposed to EQ exosomes for up to 6 hours. (D-F) images acquired after the same
incubation times using UC exosomes. Fluorescent signals are merged with transmission images
(red=DiD emission, blue=Hoechst nuclear stain). Scalebar is 10 µm.
Figure 3. Flow cytometry data confirm the preferential uptake of GASC EQ exosomes. On the left,
representative side scatter (SSC) versus Hoechst dot plot was used to discriminate A172 cells,
exposed or not to GASC-derived exosomes, from debris. On the right, histogram overlays showing
non-conditioned A172 cells (red) versus A172 cells exposed to DiD-labeled exosomes for 1, 3 and 6
hours (green). The fraction of positive cells and the relative mean fluorescence intensity ratio (MFI)
are indicated as insets in each plot. To define cells positive for DiD, a gate including the 1% most
auto-fluorescent population of the non-conditioned cells was drawn. Indicated percentages
correspond to the fraction of exosomes-exposed cells within the gate.
Figure 4. EQ exosomes uptake kinetic is faster than UC. (A) Panels show representative pictures of
A172 cells incubated for up to 72 hours with DiD-labeled (red) EQ and UC GASC exosomes. Nuclei are
stained with DAPI (blue). Scalebar = 50 µm. (B) Quantitative analysis of the fraction (%) of A172 cells
23

which show uptake of DiD exosomes extracted by EQ (red) and UC (blue), respectively. Data are
presented as mean±standard deviation and p<0.05 is calculated for EQ values versus UC.
Figure 5. The motility of GASC exosomes-exposed A172 cultures is enhanced with EQ preparations.
(A-D) Representative images at different times of scratched A172 cell cultures exposed to GASC EQ
exosomes. (E-H) Same as A-D but for UC preparations. (I-L) Negative control (NC) consisting of
scratched cell cultures not exposed to exosomes. The proliferation is not quick enough to fill the gap
within 24 hours. (M) Mean velocity of the front of migration into the scratch. The velocity is
calculated over a period of 12 hours and error bars represent the standard deviation of 4 replicates,
* p<0.05 versus EQ (N) The bar charts values were obtained like in (M) but with a range of exosomes
densities ranging from 10X larger down to 10,000 smaller. Error bars represent the standard
deviation of 3 replicates.
Figure 1
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